
PRODUCT SPECIFICATION AND PARAMETER

Product Model:A306-28

A306-28 MASSAGE CHAIR

Rating Voltage:110V~     

Standby Power:0.1-1W Safety Design:Class I

The Minimum Air Pressure:0.020-0.028MPa

Rated Frequency:50/60Hz

Rated Power:150W 

Net Weight:93KG                   

Gross Weight:113KG

Noise:≤60dB                  QTY:  20PCS/20FT
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MASSAGE CHAIR
A306-28



Intelligent mechanical massage hands keep collecting the curve data on the back and imitate 

professional masseur massage skill to realize multidimensional and aspect stereo massage. 

Intelligent massage hands imitate professional massagist method to do the following massage 

action: finger pressing, kneading, tapping,tapping and kneading. So the mechanical hands can 

do effective massage to human cervical vertebra thoracic vertebra and lumbar vertebra.This 

method can guarantee back can get even strength massage，can compared with professional 

massagist method，refresh  yourself and relieve your fatigue.

INTELLIGENT MECHANICAL MASSAGE HANDS

Intelligent�voice�recognition�system�makes�it�easier�to�control�
the�massage�chair to enjoy the comfort.

INTELLIGENT 
VOICE CONTROL

Specific display is based on material object.

RELAX 
MASSAGE

STRETCH 
MASSAGE

OPEN THE 
AIR PRESSURE

BACK AND 
WAIST MASSAGE

zero

LCD Color screen controller

BLUETOOTH-
 SPEAKER

SHORT CUT 
BUTTON

ARTISTIC LED 

USB



“SL”SHAPE 
CURVED RAIL 
Combined with human engineering 
and studied super long"SL" shape 
space curved rail technology, 
Massage distance is 135cm, makes 
you enjoy personal massage from the 
head to the leg, helps to maintain the 
human body vertebra "S" shaped 
curve, achieves relaxing the spine 
and relieve tense muscles.

ZERO GRAVITY 
Zero gravity model means, the legs 
and torso at 118 degrees elevation, 
the location of thighs and calves are 
above the heart.The gravity of each  
body part will distribute average on 
massage chair to make pressure on 
body fully release. 

LEG STRETCH
The calf frame is provided with a 
telescopic adjustment function, and the 
calf foot is pulled out with the ankle. The 
length of the foot extension can be 
determined according to the length of 
the user's leg, and the foot is retracted 
by the spring force to adapt to different 
heights of the person.

Only need cm5 

3�LEVELS�OF�MASSAGE
WIDTH�ADJUSTABLE

5�LEVELS�OF�MASSAGE�
SPEED�ADJUSTABLE

3�LEVELS�OF�AIR�PRESSURE�
INTENSITY�ADJUSTABLE

“ ZERO SPACE ”
5CM SLIDE DOWN AGAINST THE WALL 

Comparing 60-80cm that normal massage chair needs to slidedown 
against the wall,it can save 0.5 square meter space.

Unique designed one button slide can open the massage chair completely 

about  against the wall. The sliding distance is , it saves a lot of 5cm 22cm

space that traditional massage chair needs against the wall!

135cm

20cm



PILLOW PAD

Pillow pad can adjust 
up and down freely

BACK

FOOT 

Rolling Massage

Special sole raised dots design, 
professional scrapping massage 
as human therapist, comfortable 
massage to Yongquan acupoint.

Carbon fiber far infrared heating

40℃-50℃ back heating function 
can relieve coldness and pain on 
your back. The emissive far 
infrared wave length coincides 
with  human body wave length 
,so the energy can be absorbed 
by human cell, which can 
activate cell and promote 
metabolism.

28 pcs air bags for whole body 
massage, air pressure intensity 

freely adjust, compaction, pause 
or relax mode for great feeling.

4PCS
LEG AIRBAG 

MASSAGE

4PCS
UPPER ARM 

 AIRBAG MASSAGE

1PCSValve

12PCS

8PCS

FOOT AIRBAG 
MASSAGE

2PCSValve

1PCSValve

1PCSValve

UNDER ARM 
 AIRBAG MASSAGE

SHOULDERS

Set with the shoulder automatic
detection and location.

WITH WORSHIP DEFINE OUTSTANDING REALM 
WITH HEALTHY ESCORT LEADING LIFE

Based on biomechanics, ergonomics and model physical therapy, aim to human skeletal characteristics, combine with zero 

power, longer curved rail massage, morden physics stretch, point, total with 28 air bags. It will bring you supreme massage 

experience when you at home, keep health and activity every day.

AIR PRESSURE 
MASSAGE

WHOLE BODY 
RELAXATION MASSAGE

12 KINDS OF 
AUTOMATIC MASSAGE PROGRAMS

Back�&�Waist�Massage

Traction�Massage Chiropractic�Massage

Easy�Massage Shoulder�&�Neck�Massage

Comfortmassage

Full�Body�Massage

Meridians�MassageFatigue�Recovery Beautiful�Buttock�Massage Stretch

Full�Air�Pressure

HAVE A COMFORTABLE�
LIFESTYLE

Spot And Local Massage

Full-body Massage 

Legs Rubbing
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